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During the holidays you can go to a lot of time and expense finding

and ordering exquisite chocolates. But you really don’t have to look 

any farther for a great chocolatier than right here in Montgomery County.

Our Holiday Passion for

By Sheliah Kaufman



Chocolate is the

most craved food in the world, and so universally

loved it should be its own food group. Americans say it’s their favorite

flavor for desserts and snacks. Swiss and German citizens consume

25 pounds per person per year. Americans consume about 13 pounds

annually. I must be Swiss.

For centuries, chocolate has spiced up our holiday seasons. During

Chanukah, it long ago became customary for Jewish children to re-

ceive little bags of chocolate coins called “gelt.” American choco-

latiers picked up on the custom, and a company called Loft’s

produced the first chocolate coins wrapped in gold or silver foil and

sold in mesh bags resembling money bags. Typically, the gold-foil

coins are milk chocolate, and the silver-foil coins are dark chocolate.  

Interestingly, it is not just the Jews who give gelt to children. Geld

is the Dutch and German word for money, and in Belgium, Germany,

and the Netherlands, geld is given to children as part of the St.

Nicholas Holiday.  

But where did our love of chocolate begin? The

history of cacao and chocolate goes back more

than 2,000 years. The Mayans and later the

Aztecs believed it to be a health elixir, and

consumed it in copious amounts in the form of

a bitter, frothy liquid that probably contained spices and chili pep-

pers. It was a drink for special occasions in the royal courts and an of-

fering to the gods.

When Spanish explorer Hernan Cortes arrived in what is now Mex-

ico in 1519, the Aztecs mistakenly believed that he was the reincarna-

tion of a king who had been exiled from the land, and they greeted

him with a large banquet that included cups of a bitter chocolate

drink. They also offered wicker baskets filled with cacao beans, since

to them cacao was a luxury. 

Cortes brought the beans, and the drink back to Spain but for the next

300 years, chocolate was only a drink or a powder. Edible chocolate came

with the introduction of sugar and vanilla to the cacao and advancing

technology that allowed it to be processed, formed and hardened. 

But why is it so popular? It is readily available and not too expen-

sive. To some, it is a stimulant. Some believe it has an aphrodisiac ef-

fect. It is full of antioxidants, and, of course, it is delicious.

You can travel the world to find great artisanal chocolates for your

holiday celebrations, or you can look right here in Montgomery

County, where a number of great chocolatiers from diverse back-

grounds and with interesting stories fine tune their craft.

Inever met a chocolate
I didn’t like, and
clearly I’m not alone.

Puja Satiani spent a decade practicing law in Washington, D.C., but her

infatuation with chocolate just couldn’t be denied. So she traveled to

southeastern France to study at L’Ecole du Grand Chocolat and then to

Chicago to train at the Barry Callebaut Academy, and completed a

pastry program at L’Academie de Cuisine here in Montgomery

County.

To understand the roots of chocolate, she stayed in the

jungles of southern Belize to acquire first-hand experience

in growing and harvesting cacao and transforming it into

chocolate.

Then she founded Zivaara, a Silver Spring-based

company that creates handcrafted artisanal chocolates and

explores other ways to use the cacao bean, given its

mood-enhancing, beautifying, and antioxidant properties.

All of Satiani’s creations are made in small batches

without preservatives.

Earlier this year, Satiani created an all-natural cacao nib
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Puja Satiani: Zivaara



rub for meats and seafood using roasted cacao beans, smoked

paprika and cumin. She believes one day cacao will be

widely used in skin care and she has created a chocolate

orange body oil. She says chocolate and cacao can enhance

our lives in ways other than dessert.

“Many people I encounter think of chocolate only in its

sweet applications, and in that context, it has negative

connotations for them,” Satiani says. “Since becoming a

chocolatier, it’s been important to me to alter that way of

thinking, not only in terms of the quality of chocolate and

cacao that people enjoy, but the applications to which

chocolate and cacao lend themselves.”

And during the holidays, Satiani recognizes the joy

chocolate can bring.

“Chocolate evokes nostalgia and brings joy. During the

winter holidays, we give chocolate to bring others the same

joy and feeling of comfort that chocolate brings us,” she says.

A name derived from ancient South Asian languages, Zivaara

(zivaara.com) means “best life.” How appropriate. 


